
Current User Community
• Whole bridleway used year round today by:

• ~70% pedestrian – more on Theobalds Road 
• Joggers, ramblers, families

• Only BH end access to many field-edge and footpaths 

• ~25% equestrian
• 4 local stables – 40-55 riders daily
• Only route to 8 miles of toll rides

• 3 local businesses depend on this bridleway

• ~5% leisure cyclists
• Local residents cycle here – including TR residents 

• Since Coronavirus outbreak, the bridleway has 
become an extremely popular exercise route
• So popular we set up “one-side-up-other down”
• We typically welcome >200 over a weekend

• Still not more than 5% cyclists
• We are really pleased this area is enjoyed by so many

• 100% of those asked wanted it to stay as it is



Eastern Route cannot be justified as a commuter cycleway
• Stated case: According to 2011 census… 

• “14% of HH residents travel to BH to work”

• “Almost half of BH workers live in BH”

• We also know from the annual Sport England survey for Dept. of 
Transport this situation had not changed in 2017/8 – in fact, if anything, 
the numbers are lower. Mid Sussex is a bit below national averges.

• Since Lockdown, survey data shows:
People want better cycling and walking connections in urban areas

People want the countryside to remain a high quality rural experience

https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/census/2011

Making green spaces greener

We asked over 2000 people some key questions about their 
green spaces, and 71% of those we asked told us that they 
would like to see these enhanced. Our survey shows the 
many ways that people would like to see these local spaces, 
including their nearby countryside, made even better. Over 
half said they’d like to see more wildlife including birds, 
butterflies and bees, and almost exactly the same amount 
of people said they want more variety in the trees, shrubs, 
hedgerows, plants and flowers in these areas. It seems 
we’re all hoping for rich and diverse spaces in which to rest 
and play.

https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/census/2011


The “discounted” central route

“Central Route” would require:
• Same work along VR to TR entrance as E route
• Then along either pre-existing VR pavement
• OR alongside rail embankment

• has Network Rail actually been consulted?

• Shorter – 5.6 – 6.2km
• Shorter distance to “make up” - ~600m vs 1,050m
• Significantly less road “alignment” than Fox Hill 
• One bridge vs 2 on Eastern route
• Two toucan crossings - perhaps
• Would need roadworks by viaduct
• Would need a field edge alignment – like E route

Travellers’ site
Unsafe rail crossing

Red herrings

Within BH – Phase 2
Do what works first

CR – 100m N of TR
Why not say this?

Path under viaduct
Underbridge issue

red herring

Landowner issue
Evaluated properly?

Bridge & “field Edge”
Like Eastern route


